A Monte Carlo method based on the Enskog equation for dense gas is developed by considering high density effect on collision rates and both repulsive and attractive molecular interactions for a Lennard-Jones fluid. The appropriate internal energy exchange model is introduced with consistency with the collision model. The equation of state for a non-ideal gas is therefore derived involving the finite density effect and the van der Waals intermolecular force, changing from the Clapeyron equation to the van der Waals equation. In contrast to previous Monte Carlo approaches, the present predictions agree better with experimental data for the gas transport properties at high densities and in a wide temperature region. The numerical modeling of non-ideal gas flow in micro-and nanochannels show that the high gas density affects greatly flow behavior and heat transfer characteristics. The high density of gas leads to a lower skin friction coefficient on the wall surfaces than the predictions by the perfect gas assumption.
Introduction
When the mean free path of molecules is comparable to the characteristic length of a system in rarefied gas flows, the continuum assumption breaks down and the gas must be described by the Boltzmann equation [1] . The direct simulation Monte Carlo (DSMC) method is a particle-based numerical scheme for solving the nonlinear Boltzmann equation for the high Knudsen number gas flow [2] [3] [4] . It has been successfully applied for rarefied gas flows [4] [5] [6] [7] , and more recently for gas flows in micro-and nanoscale devices [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . However, DSMC encounters the usual inconsistency of the Boltzmann equation; namely, it yields the transport properties for a rarefied hard sphere (HS) gas with a diameter σ , yet has an ideal gas equation of state (EOS) by implying σ =0 [16] . Alexander et al. [17] proposed a consistent Boltzmann algorithm (CBA), which modified DSMC by introducing an additional displacement in the advection process and an enhanced collision rate in order to obtain the van der Waals equation of state for dense gases [18] . The consistent Boltzmann algorithm has been used for simulation of nuclear flow [19] , surface properties [20] , and micro-and nanochannel flows [21, 22] . However, it was found that the introduction of CBA into DSMC did not only revise the equation of state (EOS) but also changed the fluid transport properties [23] .
As well known, Enskog presented the Enskog equation (EE) for hard spheres to incorporate finite-density effects [24] . He introduced two significant changes: the finite distance between the centers of a colliding pair; the increase of the collision frequency due to excluded volume effects. Based on EE, Montanero et al. [25] [26] [27] [28] proposed an Enskog simulation Monte Carlo (ESMC) method which extended Bird's DSMC for a HS fluid at finite densities. However, in the ESMC methods, the attractive interactions between molecules were absent, and the transport properties from ESMC did not agree well with experimental data or the Enskog theoretical values.
In this work, an Enskog based Monte Carlo method is developed for simulations of the high Knudsen number non-ideal gas flows. After validation by comparing the predicted transport properties with experimental data and the Enskog theory, the Monte Carlo method is used to modeling the dense gas flow 4 in micro-and nanochannels. The physical mechanism in high density and high Knudsen number gas flows is therefore discussed.
Generalized Enskog Monte Carlo algorithm
In the present Monte Carlo method, a generalized collision model is introduced by considering the intermolecular Lennard-Jones potential and the denseness effects on the transport properties, so that the gas equation of state is extended from the Clapeyron equation to the van der Waals equation. The enhanced collision rate is determined by considering the excluded molecular volume and shadowing/screening effects based on the Enskog theory. The internal energy exchange model is also adapted to be consistent with the generalized collision model based on the Parker's formula.
Generalized collision model
In the standard DSMC method of Bird [2, 3] , the molecular interaction in variable hard sphere (VHS) or variable soft sphere (VSS) models was considered as only a repelling force. However in actual gases the force between two molecules is repulsive at small distances, and more weakly attractive at larger distances. This behavior is most simply described by the Lennard-Jones (6-12) potential [29] 12 6 ( ) 4 r r r
where σ denotes the molecular diameter and ε is the depth of the potential well, which are constants characteristic of the chemical species of the colliding molecules; and r is the inter-molecular separation.
This potential was proved adequate for a number of non-polar molecules. Many efforts have been paid to establish collision models to embody the Lennard-Jones potential in the molecular interaction process [30] [31] [32] [33] . These models have defined the total collision cross section as
where T σ is the total collision cross section, t E denotes the relative translational energy, the An Enskog based Monte Carlo method for high Knudsen number non-ideal gas flows 5 parameters j ω are related to the Lennard-Jones potential [30] [31] [32] , and j α are determined from the transport property data, depending on whether the interaction is between like or unlike molecules.
The coefficients of viscosity, µ , and self-diffusion, D , of a simple gas to the first approximation, are expressed as functions of temperature by [29] ( )
where m is the particle mass, k the Boltzmann constant, n the number density, Lennard-Jones potential [34] . For a L-J gas model with a total collision cross section given by Eq.(2), the self-diffusion and viscosity integrals are [33] in detail.
In the standard Enskog theory, the pressure in a dense gas can be expressed as [ ] 
where a denotes the strength of the attraction, which is dependent on the gas properties [24] 2 2
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where R denotes the gas constant, c T the critical temperature, and c p the critical pressure.
The transport properties of dense gases are therefore expressed in terms of the transport properties in ideal gases at ordinary densities and at a same temperature by the following relations [29] ' 1 ( ) 0.8 0.7614( ) µ µ η ηχ ηχ
where the prime values are the transport coefficients in a dense gas, and κ is the heat conduction coefficient.
Collision enhancement rate
The collision enhancement rate is an important parameter in dense gas theory and numerical simulations. Based on the Enskog equation for dense gases [24] , when a gas is so dense that the covolume of the molecules is comparable with the total system volume, the molecules can no longer be treated as point particles. Therefore, the common position of two colliding molecules in the Boltzmann equation
should be replaced by the actual positions of the centers of two tangent spheres. And the collision frequency is influenced by correlational effects that depend on the density at the point of contact.
Due to the reduced volume occupied by the molecules, a modified higher scattering probability, Π ,
where B Π is the scattering probability for rarefied gas based on the Boltzmann theory.
However, the scattering probability is lowered again by another effect that the particles are screening each other. A particle might not be available for scattering with another particle because there might be a third particle in between. This effect leads to a reduction of the scattering probability by a factor ( ) 
This expression's value is lower than those from the expression of Kortemeyer et al. [19] , while close to that from Frezzotti et al. [27] and Garcia et al. [35] [36] [37] in the CBA introduction.
Internal energy exchange model
Since the flows considered involve internal energy, a model for internal energy exchange must be established. For the DSMC method, this is traditionally done with the Borgnakke-Larsen method [2, 3] .
Here the Borgnakke-Larsen model has to be modified for the generalized collision model.
The internal energy of a collision pair is the sum of the internal energies of the components
The distribution function for the internal energy for a single molecule can be written as
where 1 ζ is the number of internal freedom degree of molecule 1. The total fraction of pairs with 
The total energy c E in the collision is combining the relative translational energy and the internal energy,
For each inelastic collision, a post-collision value 
Setting the derivative of ( ) G x to zero gives
Ignoring x ξ = , root * x is found by iteration. The normalized distribution function is obtained from
An Enskog based Monte Carlo method for high Knudsen number non-ideal gas flows 9 Regularly, this process needs numerical iteration which costs much in computing. Borrowing from the acceptance-rejection method in VHS model of the standard DSMC, one can implement this process by a Monte Carlo way. The random number, f R (between 0 and 1), gives
Substitute Eq. (23) 
where [ ]
With this choice, all computational procedures employed in the VHS model of DSMC can be implemented for the generalized Monte Carlo method. The only additional complexity is that resulting from a calculation of a cell temperature. The simplification in the numerical procedure yields the correct macroscopic properties. However, the details of the distribution will be different because Eq. (18) is not exactly of the type indicated in Eq. (16) .
Another crucial part of the Borgnakke-Larsen method is the determination of the inelastic collision probability. This probability used to be 1/ P Z = , with Z representing the relaxation number; however, it is not true in general. The form of the probability function largely depends on the selection methodology used in employing the probability and the relaxation rate equation specified [30, 31] . We use the probability formula for the pair selection methodology in the present model for rotational relaxation of Lumpkin's [38] :
where t ζ is the relative translational degree of freedom (DOF), r ζ the sum of the rotational DOF of the colliding molecules, and R Z the rotational relaxation number. The important notation of this formula is the pair selection methodology in which the probability is applied to the pair of colliding particles, and both relax if the event is accepted. This is in contract to the typical selection methodology used in Bird's particle selection method in which each colliding particle is checked for relaxation.
The temperature-dependent relaxation number for R Z can be determined by the famous Parker's formula [39] . Hash et al. [31] gave the Parker's formula for a generalized hard sphere model as
where
Z ∞ is the limiting value of R Z at high temperature, whose values for a few type of gas can be found in Ref. [40] . The expression reduces for the generalized hard sphere model to the original Parker's formula corrected by Brau and Jonkmann [41] .
After the three steps, a generalized Enskog Monte Carlo (GEMC) model is thus established for the high Knudsen number non-ideal gas flows. The GEMC code is built up based on the standard DSMC code of Bird [3] , and it can therefore share many developed techniques of DSMC such as indexing and sample techniques, and the no-time counter (NTC) method for collision pair selections.
Validations of the GEMC method

Transport coefficients
The GEMC method solves the Enskog equation for dense gas flows statistically with keeping the gas transport properties in good agreement with experimental data. The resulted transport coefficient viscosity is compared with values form previous methods and experimental data in Fig. 1 which shows the viscosity values versus temperatures for the nitrogen gas from different methods, together with the 11 experimental data which is from Table 16 and Table 28 in the reference [29] . The nitrogen molecular properties used here are: m=4.65×10 Therefore, the present method gives the best agreements with experimental data over a large range of temperature and densities.
[Insert Figure 1 here] [Insert Figure 2 here]
GEMC vs. DSMC for low density gas flows
The current GEMC code was also validated by comparing the results with the standard DSMC code at low densities. Consider the nitrogen gas flowing in a short channel, shown in Fig. 3 . The channel width is 0.01 µm. The aspect ratio / L H is 5.0 with uniform rectangular cells (100×60) used. The coming freestream gas has a temperature T ∞ =300 K and a velocity u ∞ =200 m/s. The number density of coming gas is n ∞ =5 0 n with 0 n representing the number density of gas at the standard pressure and temperature, which leads to η ∞ =0.0135 and Kn ∞ =1. 28 . The details of DSMC implement and parameters can be found in Ref. [42, 43] . In GEMC, the molecular parameters were: [30, 31, 40] for the nitrogen gas. The subcell size is always smaller than the local gas mean free path and the time step is smaller than the local mean collision time to ensure the accuracies of simulations [43] .
Both DSMC and GEMC calculations involved over 1×10 5 molecules in the domain and over 5×10 5 samples for stead smooth solutions. We compare the velocity and temperature profiles at inlet and outlet between the GEMC and DSMC methods in Fig. 4 . The results show that the GEMC agree pretty well with the DSMC when the density effect is small enough to be ignored. This validates the correctness of the GEMC code.
[Insert Figure 3 here]
[Insert Figure 4 here]
Non-ideal gas flow in micro-and nanochannels
As the rapid developments of M/NEMS techniques, gas flows in micro-and nanochannels are often encountered in practice. The big flow resistance caused by the huge aspect ratio of microand nanochannels usually requests a big driving pressure, which actually make the gas dense.
However the small characteristic length of the channel lead to a high Knudsen number that breaks the continuum-based theories and prediction methods down. Such flows with both high Knudsen numbers and high densities have never been effectively and correctly predicted though many efforts have been made in the past decade [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [25] [26] [27] 49] . Here we present our results of such flow using the GEMC method.
[Insert Figure 5 here] Again, let us consider the nitrogen gas subsonic flows in microchannels as shown in Fig. 3 .
A freesteam gas flows passing through the channel. The flow has certain density, temperature and velocity away from the channel. We increase the number density of coming gas up to 100 0 n , which leads to η ∞ =0.135 and Kn ∞ =0.06. Fig. 5 compares the simulation results of velocity and temperature profiles at inlet and outlet. The ESMC, DSMC and CBA results are also plotted in the same figures. The results show that the high gas density affects the flow and heat transfer characteristics deviating from predicted by the perfect gas assumption. 13 We noticed that the ESMC algorithm modified a lot on the enhanced particle collision but little on the internal energy exchange. Therefore its results agree well with the GEMC results in velocity profiles at inlet and outlet but deviate remarkable from the GEMC in the temperature field. At the same time, the reversal temperature distributions near the wall surface do not occur in the GEMC results as they do in the CBA simulations [21, 22] , which indicate that additional collision process should be modified to deal with the interaction between molecules and wall surfaces after the additional displacement in CBA. As a result, the present GEMC works better than the other two popular numerical methods for modeling of high Knudsen number non-ideal gas flows.
[Insert Figure 6 here] and the mechanism will be discussed in the future.
Conclusions
A generalized Enskog Monte Carlo method has been developed by introducing a generalized molecular collision model for Lennard-Jones potential and the corresponding internal energy exchange model into the Monte Carlo method for the correct modeling and predictions of high Knudsen number non-ideal gas flow and heat transfer. The generalized collision model considers both repulsive and attractive forces between molecules and the density effect, so that the gas equation of state extends from the Clapeyron equation to the van der Waals equation. The GEMC method was validated by comparing the gas transport properties with existing experimental data and by comparing numerical results with DSMC at low gas densities. The GEMC method was then used for simulations and analyses of non-ideal gas flows in micro-and nanochannels. The results show that the high gas density influences the flow 14 behavior and heat transfer deviating from the predictions by the DSMC method. The denseness makes the surface friction coefficient on the wall lower than that based on the perfect assumption. 17 Figure Captions 
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Comparisons between the GEMC and DSMC results for a low gas density at η ∞ =0.0135 and Kn ∞ =1.28. 
